Power Chords and Bar Chords
This is billed as being “lesson number six” but the truth is that power
chords and bar chords become a whole new area of study and this
material should be “drip fed” to students over a series of weeks and
months

When are guitar students ready to learn power and bar
chords?
Up until this point we and our student have been engaged in having
them become capable of moving between eight basic useful chords in
time to music and there has been no need to pay any attention at all to
music theory
In order to understand how power chords and bar chords work a learner
has to develop an understanding of how notes are named and where
you can find those notes (on the two lowest strings of the guitar)
Working on creating an understanding of how power chords work is a
great way of introducing our students to the absolute basics of music
theory
The following page features a document that you can go through with
your student as a way of introducing them to music theory and to help
them develop a basic understanding of how names (or choices of
names) are assigned to particular notes on the fretboard
If you elect to buy the download the version that you will receive will not
contain the teachwombat logo
Remembering what a particular note on a guitar neck is called is not as
good as knowing why it is called that and how to work out what the note
found behind any fret is orcould be called

When a student has learned the names of the open
strings you can show them the diagram below
(which can be read left to right as a look at the A
string from the open string to the twelfth fret)

Two frets above any note of G on any string,
anywhere on the guitar neck will always be A

One fret above any note of G on any string, anywhere
on the guitar neck will always be either G♯ or A♭

The “natural” notes of B and C are a half-step apart
and have no ♯s or ♭s between them
This is also true for the notes of E and F

Two frets above any note of B on any string, anywhere on the guitar
neck will always be either C♯ or D♭

Give your student the “Two Note Power Chords” handout and ask them
to form and play the A power chord featured on the sheet with its root on
the E string at the 5th fret

Refer them to the diagram below and ask them to work out where a root
note for a power chord of G can be found (always two frets, a “whole
step” below any note of A)

Give your student a copy of the Bar Chord Root Finder shown below and
ask them to play a power chord of A with its root note (A) on the E string at
the fifth fret followed by a power chord of G with its root note (G) on the E
string at the third fret

Encourage your student to move between the power chords of A and G in time
to the rock backing track previously used in lesson 3

There is also another rock style backing track that features the Major
chords of C G D A and E
This can also be used for power chords and subsequently for full Bar
Chords as a series of lessons progress

Help your student to locate root
notes for each of the chords on
the E and A strings and work
towards being able to move
between them in time to the
backing track

During subsequent sessions
introduce full bar chords using
the handouts shown and the
backing tracks supplied

Students are very unlikely to master bar chords in a single session
The best way to approach this area is to spend a section of each of a series of
lessons introducing new chord shapes and backing tracks
By working on this material (between lessons) regularly they develop an
ability to move between bar chords smoothly and easily

All of the backing tracks used
to this point can be used
again to help our students to
play bar chords

